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ABSTRACT
The majority of hurricane evacuation modeling studies concentrate on evacuation traffic
on freeways with relatively little attention being given to traffic on arterials. This study is
focused on evaluating the evacuation efficiency of a network under different traffic signal
settings on arterials using microscopic simulation. This is achieved by changing the traffic signal
settings from existing signal timing plans to flashing yellow on major evacuation routes and
flashing red on cross streets, for a given evacuation order. Time-dependent origin-destination
matrices for hurricane evacuation up to 72 hours away from landfall for No Evacuation order, as
well as a Voluntary/Mandatory Evacuation order issued at 48 hours before landfall, was
generated using Hurricane Evacuation Modeling Package. A simulation database of New Orleans
was created in TransModeler to perform this relative study. The findings of the study indicate
that, having flashing yellow on major evacuation route and flashing red on minor cross streets is
significantly better than having current existing signal timing plans in terms of total delay per
trip and average speeds, whereas for VHT (vehicle hours traveled) per trip and VMT (vehicle
miles traveled) per trip the difference is significantly different only in high demand intervals
during hurricane evacuation for both with and without an evacuation order issued.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Hurricanes are among the most devastating natural disasters experienced along the coast.
However, their potential damage can be minimized by effectively evacuating people out of
threatened areas. The problem is, when moving large populations, transportation networks are
subjected to a sudden and overwhelming demand leading to heavy congestion on major routes.
In such situations, staged evacuation, contraflow or implementing good traffic signal plans could
be employed, either individually or in combination, to reduce the number of bottlenecks, network
clearance time, and average vehicular delay.
Traffic flow or evacuation demand generated during evacuation is the consequence of
several factors interacting with each other dynamically. For example, the nature of the
impending storm, actions taken by Emergency Managers, the socio-economic characteristics of
the population at risk, vulnerability of the risk area to storm surges, the road network, evacuation
policies, and traffic signal settings on arterial links all combine together to generate the
magnitude and timing of evacuation traffic.
Evacuating households will generally follow the transportation infrastructure hierarchy to
reach a safer destination (i.e., first use local streets and then travel on the major arterials to
finally access a freeway en route to their destination). Traffic signal settings are generally given
less attention in route choice although they can play a significant role in making evacuation more
efficient.
Traffic signal timings are traditionally left unaltered unless a mandatory evacuation order
is issued, and based on the severity of the situation, traffic signal settings are switched to flashing
yellow, or turned off and the traffic is directed manually by law enforcement agency personnel
1

(Wolshon et al., 2005). Due to these conventional practices, the infrastructure gets overloaded
with the oncoming evacuation traffic leading to gridlock, and long backups. To alleviate this
congestion, a few researchers have considered estimating the effect of using various traffic signal
control plans in a regional area simulation study and it has proven to have a tremendous impact
on traffic conditions during an evacuation (Chen, et al., 2007).
Since traffic signal settings on arterial roads offer a means of controlling flow on an
evacuation network, it is one of the tools Emergency Managers have at their disposal to influence
evacuation conditions. However, in order to effectively use the tool, Emergency Managers
should be able to predict the consequences of setting traffic signals at the planning phase, well
ahead of implementing them. This is accomplished by combining an evacuation demand
modeling process with a traffic simulation model. The resulting analytical system will allow one
to relate decisions made to influence evacuation behavior with the amount of time it would take
to evacuate the geographical area at risk.
Evacuation Managers use tools such as HURREVAC to estimate clearance time, and use
that information to determine when to issue an evacuation order. However, current tools are not
capable of analyzing the impact of changes made in signal settings on traffic flow generated
under different evacuation orders. Linking evacuation demand estimation with traffic simulation
fills this gap. The resulting integrated process will provide a means to test the consequence of
various traffic control policies at the planning phase.

1.2. Problem statement
Current models of hurricane evacuation demand operate on subjectively determined
evacuation participation rates and response curves to estimate time-dependent evacuation
demand. These models were developed initially to estimate the minimum time needed for
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evacuees to reach safety following an evacuation order and not emulate actual evacuation
behavior. Thus evacuation behavior, per se, is not appropriately modeled in the current
evacuation demand modeling process, even though estimating future evacuation behavior as a
function of management decisions is extremely important to Emergency Managers. The
paramount questions facing an Emergency Manager are questions such as when to issue an
evacuation order, what type of order to issue (voluntary or mandatory), whether to implement
contraflow or not, when to initiate and terminate contraflow, what impact staged evacuation will
have on traffic flow in the evacuation network, and how many people will be left in harms way
with each decision type. Most evacuation models do not answer these questions.
In the last decade LTRC has developed models that are responsive to discretionary
decisions such as those mentioned in the previous paragraph, as well as non-discretionary factors
such as characteristics of the storm, the affected population, surrounding land use, and the
transportation system. Thus, unlike current models that trigger dynamic evacuation behavior just
when an evacuation order is issued, the LTRC models allow additional factors such as time of
day, location of the storm and its projected path, population characteristics and local conditions
to also influence the prediction of time-dependent behavior. Emergency mangers could use these
models to test the outcome of alternative management decisions. In this way Emergency
Mangers can choose those management decisions that provide the best outcome. .
The LTRC models currently operate independently and require manual execution of each
model. To make them more accessible and coordinated, their application needs to be simplified,
automated, and integrated into a user-friendly package. A current LTRC research project is
aimed at providing that capability in the development of the Hurricane Evacuation Modeling
Package (HEMP). The user is seen as an Emergency Manager who is looking to make an
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informed decision on evacuation management decisions by being able to test alternative
management scenarios. While setting up the system in an area will require considerable time and
effort due to the extensive data requirements of the system, once set up, operation of the system
and interpretation of the output should be easy.
The problem is no research has been conducted in the past to evaluate the impact of
different traffic signal settings in a combined microscopic simulation network and hurricane
evacuation travel demand estimating process, considering the interdependencies. For example,
when a household decides to leave, what mode they want to use to evacuate directly influences
amount of traffic generated on arterial roads. Similarly, decisions made by emergency managers
about type and timing of evacuation orders influences demand too. Ignoring such
interdependencies would prevent decision makers from evaluating different alternatives
effectively. Therefore, the overarching purpose of this project is to study the impact of having
different traffic signal settings with evacuation travel demand integrated with the traffic
simulation process in HEMP, which explicitly takes interdependence into account.
An intricate network including freeways, major arterials and most of the local streets in
and around New Orleans is coded in TransModeler to perform the current study. For a given
evacuation order, the effectiveness of alternative signal timing plans will be evaluated by
comparing the difference in trip statistics such as: VHT per trip, VMT per trip, Total Delay per
trip, and average speeds on the evacuation network. Though the scope of study is limited to New
Orleans, the methodology applied in this project can be applied to any evacuation network.

1.3. Research objectives
The main objective of this research is to identify whether there is a significant impact of
changing signal control plans in a large-area microscopic simulation network during a hurricane
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evacuation. To perform this comparative study, the New Orleans network (including all traffic
signal settings) was generated in TransModeler. Four scenarios were developed with respect to
alternative traffic signal plans and evacuation orders issued. The study includes two kinds of
evacuation orders (i.e., either “No Evacuation Order” or “Voluntary/ Mandatory Evacuation
Order”), and the following two traffic signal settings:


The first case being the existing daily traffic signal control plans in operation; and



the second one is with all signals switched to flashing yellow on the main evacuation
route, and flashing red on cross streets.

5

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of the literature review is to become familiar with the past and current stateof-practice in hurricane evacuation studies. In general, an evacuation is considered successful
based on the time taken to move the population within the transportation network to a safe
destination. Unlike other evacuations, hurricane evacuations are provided with advanced
warning. With proper planning and developing traffic management strategies, the number of
fatalities and injuries can be minimized. There are numerous research studies that have addressed
regional area evacuation, while very few had signal timing plans as their focus. In this study,
there is a particular interest in identifying the influence of traffic signal control plans during a
hurricane evacuation. The following databases were used to access the literature related to
hurricane evacuation traffic demand modeling: Transportation Research Record Online Journal
Database (TRR), Transportation Research Information Services (TRIS), Google Scholar, LSU
libraries, Research Gate, and ASCE libraries.

2.1. State-of-practice
Human behavior has a significant impact on the traffic patterns, and aggressive
evacuation is associated with long queues and network delays (Petruccelli, 2003). Often,
transportation networks are unable to accommodate the abrupt increase in travel demand during
an evacuation regardless of whether it occurs after a notice, or without notice thus leading to
congestion, and thereby increasing network clearance time (Wolshon, & Meehan, 2003). Hence,
there are continuous efforts towards addressing these issues by developing more accurate
methods to estimate dynamic evacuation travel demand, proposing new evacuation plans and
testing their performance on the infrastructure by creating scenarios in simulation packages, and
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studying the travel patterns in order to suggest suitable remedies to enhance the efficiency of
evacuation operations.
To increase the preparedness for all kinds of evacuations, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) requires every state in the United States to have its own
emergency evacuation plan to address multiple hazards (Urbina 2002). Hurricanes have received
significant importance in the U.S. due to continued threat and damage to the Gulf and eastern
coastal states (FHWA, 2003). According to an SAIC report (2003), the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) has provided nine southeastern states with grants to improve hurricane
evacuation management strategies.
Miller-Hooks and Tarnoff (2005) conducted a nationwide survey of the current state-ofpractice in traffic signal timing plans during evacuation. They list the following four general
approaches of setting traffic signal timing plans during an evacuation in the U.S.: evacuation
traffic being directed by law enforcement personnel at critical intersections; setting the signals to
flashing yellow/ flashing red; setting the signal timings to PM peak plans; and increasing the
cycle length by 10-20% to maximize the green time along the major evacuation routes, and
assigning lower priority to minor streets by reducing the green times by 5-10%.

2.2. Traffic Tools and Models for Evacuation
Emergency managers and researchers use several software packages and simulation
models to come up with effective evacuation plans and policies. HURREVAC is a decision
support tool which couples real-time weather forecast information with GIS demographic data to
assist in developing evacuation strategies (Wilson, Houston, & Easton, 2006). MASSVAC and
NETVAC were originally developed for modeling nuclear power plant evacuations, however
they may be used to analyze the route selection, intersection controls, and lane management for
7

other kinds of evacuations as well (Wolshon et al. 2005). OREMS is a simulation based
evacuation analysis tool which is used to estimate network clearance times and identify traffic
characteristics to develop evacuation routes and times during various emergency evacuations
(Rathi, & Solanki, 1993). Route-PM is an internet hosted evacuation simulation tool which can
provide a quick estimate of the clearance time for a user-defined area (Connor 2014). FHWA
currently supports ETIS, a web-based tool developed to estimate evacuation among coastal states
(Wilson et al., 2006). ETIS provides a graphical representation of evacuation status, and thus
assists the emergency managers in making decisions involved in the type of evacuation orders to
be passed and implementation of contraflows. However, in the recent past, extensive
modifications have been made to micro-simulation models to perform emergency evacuation
studies: CORSIM (Sisiopiku et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2007); PARAMICS (Liu, Ban, Ma, &
Mirchandani, 2007); VISSIM (Edara, Sharma, & Mc Ghee, 2010; Asamoah and Qing, 2015; and
Parr, Wolshon, & Murray-Tuite, 2016), etc. A similar microscopic simulation software,
TransModeler is used for the current project.
Many researchers recommend the use of macroscopic, or mesoscopic traffic simulation
models for analyzing a large-scale network. These lower resolution models are useful enough in
identifying bottleneck locations and traffic patterns (Montz, Dixit, & Wolshon, 2011).
Microsimulation models can be employed to further analyze the traffic conditions in problem
areas. Edara et al. (2010), conducted a microscale simulation study of a large area network in
VISSIM, and the limitations in dealing with such kind of application were stated clearly. For
example, the authors noticed a situation where the queue length continued to build up and
reached the traffic feeding point in the network which stopped new vehicles from entering into
the network.
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Emergency evacuation planning has been constantly improved by using tools designed
for application in other areas. For example, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are often
used in evacuation planning and management due to their ability to integrate spatial data. For
instance, Wilmot and Meduri (2005) proposed a methodology to establish hurricane evacuation
zones using GIS as a platform. Li and Wang (2004) developed a GIS-based evacuation
simulation system which takes human behavioral patterns, features of transportation
infrastructure, and regional land use planning into account. Likewise, signal optimization tools,
such as: SYNCHRO, and TRANSYTS-7F; and programming languages like Python, and Java
are often used in evacuation studies to create more effective models.

2.3. Traffic Signal Settings during an Evacuation
There are some studies with conflicting opinions on how signalized intersections, and
signal settings affect an evacuation. Based on a study conducted by Chen et al. (2007), traffic
signal control plans used during an evacuation have an enormous impact on the traffic
performance of the network. Extending that observation, Parr et al. (2016) state that signalized
intersections can be inefficient during an evacuation because, they reduce the directional
capacity needed in an evacuation.
The study performed by Chen et al. (2007) was an extension to the survey findings of
Miller-Hookes and Tarnoff (2005). A network of Washington D.C. was coded in CORSIM
comprising 124 intersections, among which 89 are signalized intersections (9 of them are
actuated and the rest of them are pre-timed), and 35 of them are unsignalized intersections. Chen
et al., developed two master scenarios to represent the urgency of evacuation. Scenario 1
involved immediate evacuation due to a bomb blast warning, and Scenario 2 included no-notice
evacuation due to federal shutdown of offices. Each scenario was tested for sub scenarios with
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different traffic signal setting plans. The total number of vehicles evacuated and average
vehicular delays were chosen as performance measures to evaluate the scenarios. The results
revealed that for higher levels of traffic demand, and in terms of total number of vehicles
evacuated, flashing yellow on major evacuation routes and flashing red on minor streets has the
best performance (YR). However, a similar performance was achieved with signal plans with
increased cycle lengths i.e., 240sec cycle length, while the daily PM peak hour timing plans
proved to be quite inefficient, and flashing red on all approaches (4R) was the worst possible
plan among all of the signal plans tested. In terms of reducing the average delay, the best plan
was to use PM peak hour plans or to increase the PM peak hours cycle length (i.e., increasing the
green times proportionally on both major and minor routes); using the flashing mode YR lead to
shorter delays on major evacuation routes but increased the delays on minor routes. However,
using 4R flash mode caused higher delays on both major and minor evacuation roads.
Parr et al. (2016) proposed three unconventional intersection control strategies that are
beneficial during an evacuation. These strategies were manual traffic control (MTC), flashing
yellow signals, and crossing elimination. A hypothetical urban grid network which included 41
intersections was developed in a microscopic simulation software program in Vissim 7.0, and
dynamic programming was used as a tool to identify an optimum strategy to obtain minimum
average delay. The results of this study suggest the use of MTC at intersections approaching
bottlenecks and for closely spaced uncoordinated signal; flashing yellow for intersections with
higher travel demands on major approach and low volumes on minor streets; and crossing
elimination restricts the intersection movements that are more prone to delays and accidents, to
allow a traffic signal free intersection during emergencies. Crossing elimination increases the
directional flow in non-conflicting intersection movements. The authors recommended that a
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combination of all these strategies along with zone phasing, and contraflow along the freeways
to improve traffic conditions in the network during an evacuation.
A study by Edara et al. (2010) included the actual daily traffic signal plans in a large area
network (involving 10 cities in Virginia) in a hurricane evacuation simulation study in VISSIM,
but the significance of having signalized intersections on the network performance was not
discussed. The main objective of the study was to locate bottlenecks, estimate the total network
evacuation time, and to evaluate the causes of average delay on evacuation routes. They
conducted a comparison of network performance for three scenarios considering no contraflow;
lane reversal on freeways along with the impact of traffic signals, and the third one included
what-if conditions such as incidents and crashes. Based on their findings, recommendations were
suggested to improve the traffic performance of the network: the use of lane reversal was
recommended for a hurricane category of 4 or more, and for hurricanes of category 3 or below
the use of lane reversal was not required, however, it can be employed to enhance the travel
conditions.
Sisipioku et al. (2007) performed a similar study to evaluate the impact of optimized
traffic signal plans on emergency evacuations on a small network of Birmingham, Alabama.
SYNCHRO optimized signal plans were fed into their CORSIM model, and the scenarios were
compared among each other for the following measures of effectiveness (MOEs): density, delay,
volume, and average speed. The authors recommended that traffic signal optimization can
significantly decrease the delays in the network, and hence the network clearance time. As a part
of their study they updated the Emergency Management Agency plans for evacuation by
introducing contraflow and signal optimization strategies that improved the overall performance
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of the network. The authors stressed that there is a constant need to update evacuation strategies
based on the situation.
Asamoah and Qing (2015) studied the benefits of using different variations of Dynamic
Flashing Yellow (DFY) over the Static Flashing Yellow (SFY) during an evacuation. In DFY,
each cycle of the control plan consists of two phases: phase 1 has flashing yellow on major
streets and flashing red on minor street and phase 2 with red on major streets and green on minor
streets. SFY has flashing yellow on major streets and flashing red on minor streets at all times.
Three types of DFY with Fixed, Actuated and Actuated Coordinated signal plans were compared
among themselves, and with SFY. Considerable evidence of increased throughput on the main
streets and reduced average delay on side streets was observed by introducing green times on
minor streets. Thus, satisfying two important criteria for effective emergency evacuations. It was
also found that, all the variants of DFY reduce the average network delay while SFY allows the
highest vehicular throughput in the network. DFY actuated coordinated signal plans with 60 sec
and 120 sec cycle lengths are reported as the best strategy followed by DFY actuated, DFY
fixed, and SFY.

2.4. Evacuation Travel Demand Estimation
Several computer packages have been used in the past to estimate hurricane evacuation
demand to serve as input to dynamic traffic assignment in simulation packages. Obviously, the
accuracy of the results depends on the demand input given to the software package. Some
researchers in the past used S-shaped response curves to model evacuation demand with respect
to time, but the response curves they used were originally developed to estimate clearance time
and not typical evacuation behavior, so the results obtained using such a method are not a good
representation of reality. In the recent past, various logistic regression models were generated to
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predict the hurricane evacuation travel demand. Artificial neural networks were also tested by
some researchers to estimate the evacuation traffic demand (Wilmot, and Mei, 2002).
Fu and Wilmot (2004) developed a sequential binary logit model to estimate the
probability of a household will evacuate at each time period before hurricane landfall as a
function of the household’s socioeconomic characteristics, the characteristics of the hurricane,
and policy decisions made by authorities as the storm approaches. This model was estimated on
data from Hurricane Floyd and then applied to estimate departures by time of day across 3 days
before Hurricane Andrew’s landfall. The results reported are successful enough to prove that this
method is able to reasonably replicate true evacuation departures. Later, an adjustment was made
to the model to bring its predictions into closer alignment observed behaviour during Hurricane
Andrew. Overall, the authors concluded that the sequential logit model predicts dynamic
evacuation travel demand more accurately than response curves.
An advancement to the time dependant sequential logit model (TDSLM), the Time
Dependent Nested Logit Model (TDNLM) was developed by Gudishala and Wilmot (2012)
based on the expectation that the decision of a household to not evacuate in one-time period is
not independent of the decision in the next time period. Both TDNLM and TDSLM models were
applied to Hurricane Gustav data and their results compared to observed evacuation behaviour.
The TDNLM model was found to be better than TDSLM with 32% more predicting
performance. The log-sum coefficient obtained in the TDNLM model was 0.36, proving a
reasonably strong dependence between sequential decisions. The models were also applied to
Hurricane Georges data to test their transferability.
The effect of staged evacuation on a megaregion was studied by Zhang, Spansel, and
Wolshon using the microscopic simulation modelling in TRANSIMS (2014). The staged
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evacuation strategy was developed based on the critical time required for completing evacuation
from each sub-region with in the network. The travel demand and departure times were obtained
using TDSLM. Average travel speeds and completed evacuation at 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% &
100% evacuation travel demand were obtained. Results revealed that staged evacuation is
efficient only during congested conditions and high levels of travel demand.
A multinomial logit destination choice model was developed by Cheng, Wilmot and
Baker (2008). The model was used to predict evacuee shelter destination locations. This was
done by assigning a probability to each destination according to its distance from an origin, the
level of hazard threat at the destination, the population of the destination, and the destination’s
racial makeup.

2.5. Calibration and Validation
Calibration is the process of configuring a traffic simulation model to reproduce results as
close to those in the calibration data as possible. Validation is the process of checking simulated
values against the real world scenario. Calibration and Validation of simulation models is
considered necessary but some large area traffic simulation studies avoid either one or both of
these tasks due to lack of past hurricane evacuation data, and also because it is considered a
challenging task. Edara et al. (2010) did not calibrate or validate their simulation model, while,
Sisiopiku et al. (2007) calibrated and validated their model using the daily traffic counts obtained
using a probe vehicle.
In the study by Dixit, Montz, and Wolshon (2011), two validation techniques,
Quantitative method- regression analysis and Qualitative method- color spatiotemporal method
were used to compare the simulation results from TRANSIMS model with the field data. The
field traffic data was collected from 6 traffic counters installed by LA DOTD in New Orleans.
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Clearance time of the network was the critical measure of the study, and the parameter used to
validate was the number of people evacuating from a location in the network. Color maps were
mainly used to identify bottlenecks and to understand the spatiotemporal distribution of speed
and volume along various routes. The trends of the cumulative traffic volumes observed in the
field and that in the simulation were found similar. This was further confirmed by conducting
regression analysis to compare the observed and simulated, cumulative and hourly traffic
volumes. The regression analysis was performed to fit the y = x line, with simulated volumes on
the y-axis and field observed volumes along the x-axis, and the R2 was calculated. The higher the
R2 value, better the performance of the model. For the cumulative traffic volumes, R2 was
reported as 0.9781, indicating that their simulation model did very well in predicting the traffic
volumes. The R2 values for hourly traffic volumes was around 0.2278, indicating the model was
not able to replicate the field volumes accurately, due to variations in uncongested traffic. The
authors suggested that regression analysis as the most appropriate statistical method to perform
spatial and temporal data correlations between traffic simulated and Hurricane Katrina observed
traffic patterns.

2.6. Number of Runs and Iterations
Simulation software packages provide stochastic results. Hence to reduce the variability
in the estimation of a representative value from the results produced by the simulation software
in each run, multiple runs have to be conducted. Sisiopiku et al. (2007) mentioned that the results
reported in her study were after 10 iterations with different seed numbers for each case study.
Due to high simulation run times of large networks, Edara et al. (2010) ran each scenario with
only three different random number seeds. According to Ritter, Michael, Karen, and Cousino
(2011), one way to determine how many times to run a simulation is to run it until the estimated
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range of the mean is small enough for your purposes. The Standard Error of the Mean (SEM)
represents the error in predicting the mean of a distribution, as the number of runs increases the
SEM value drops. Based on a quick estimation method, Zlatkovic and Zhou (2014) found that
intersection capacity results in a simulation model stabilizes after 30-36 iterations. According to
Hays (1975), a minimum sample size of 30 is needed to achieve statistical significance.
Summary of literature review:
Several studies have addressed regional evacuation and many of them have proposed
traffic management strategies to improve the travel conditions during emergency evacuations.
The majority of the evacuation studies have recommended the use of contraflow on freeways to
increase the number of vehicles evacuating, and to decrease network clearance time. Very few
studies have discussed the impact of traffic signal settings on network evacuation. Among them
only one study has considered PM peak hour daily traffic signal plans with and without increased
cycle lengths as one of the traffic management strategies to evaluate the performance of the
network during an evacuation. The rest of the evacuation studies which considered traffic signals
used optimized traffic signals, or signals settings switched to flashing modes with yellow on
major evacuation route and red on minor streets; and red on all the approaches.
Numerous models for hurricane evacuation travel demand estimation were proposed,
varying from the use of response curves, to artificial neural networks, to time-dependent
sequential and nested logit models. Except for the recent megaregion evacuation studies, the past
traffic simulation studies have not considered the interdependent decisions involved during an
evacuation.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Generating Simulation Database
New Orleans is among the top five U.S. cities most vulnerable to hurricanes. Ever since
Katrina hit the city in 2005, New Orleans is the primary subject of many hurricane evacuation
modeling studies. Evacuation traffic demand is estimated through analytical models and
respective dynamic Origin-Destination (O-D) matrices are loaded into simulation packages like
VISSIM or TransModeler to conduct Dynamic Traffic Assignment and study the travel patterns
in the network. The research proposed in this study involves evaluating the performance of the
New Orleans network using the simulation package TransModeler under different traffic signal
scenarios during hurricane evacuation.
Using the Road Editor Tool box in TransModeler, an intricate network of New Orleans
has been created. Each link in the network closely replicates the real world specifications i.e.,
number of lanes, lane widths and their respective directions, type of road, elevation, medians if
any, etc. The network includes all interstates, highways and major arterials which are of
importance during an evacuation. A visual representation of the network is shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2. Figure 1 shows a detailed screenshot of the TransModeler network including all the
links in and around the parishes surrounding New Orleans. Figure 2 is the overall network
considered for the study which shows the both arterials and major evacuation routes originating
in New Orleans and ending in destinations within Louisiana (i.e., Baton Rouge, Lafayette and
Shreveport), or in neighboring states: Arkansas to the north, Texas to the west, and Mississippi to
the east.
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Figure 1. Screen Shot of New Orleans Network in TransModeler.

Figure 2. Overall network of New Orleans developed for the study.
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3.2. Traffic Signal Data Acquisition and Data Cleaning
Traffic signal timing plan information that was obtained, varied from soft copies of traffic
signal inventory plans in .pdf format from the Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development, New Orleans (LA DOTD) to SynchroTM network timing plans in Comma
Separated Value (.csv) format from two local transportation consulting agencies, namely Neil
Schaffer and Urban Systems. LA DOTD provided about 299 traffic signal plans currently in use
in New Orleans. These traffic signal records included details of the signal, such as the geometric
location of the intersection (for example: US 90 @ Jamie Blvd. and its respective coordinates),
unique traffic signal inventory number (ex: TSI No. 26-001), installation and last revised dates,
type of signal (ex: Pre-timed, Semi- actuated, Actuated, etc.), signal phases and intervals, cycle
lengths, and their respective times of operation, phasing sequence, phase timing parameters, and
a detailed sketch of the intersection. Among these 299 intersections, there are about 253
intersections with complete information regarding the intersection and control plans, while others
are either empty, manually operated or were under construction at the time the inventory was
compiled.
About 150 Synchro coded timing plans along six different stretches in New Orleans were
obtained from Neil Schaffer and Urban Systems. Initially, these ‘.csv’ files were imported into
Transmodeler, and then they were georeferenced with associated map coordinates. Once they
were georeferenced, the Synchro-imported network was added as a layer to the existing network
and merged together to form a single layer of the network. When a Synchro coded signal file was
imported into TransModeler, a signal control input file was automatically generated. These
imported signal timing plan files of each Synchro network were merged with TransModeler
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coded signal timing plans file into one single network with 403 actual daily traffic signal plans in
the network.
Apart from the 403 existing traffic signal plans coded into the network, there were about
122 important intersections along the major evacuation routes which were considered crucial but
their signal timing information was missing. Hence, they were manually coded as “Pre-Timed
Concurrent” signals with assumed timing plans. The intent behind choosing pre-timed concurrent
control type was due to the lack of information on detectors availability, and also the daily traffic
volumes on the cross streets at each of these intersections were fairly large. Several principles
were involved in deciding the cycle lengths, and developing the signal phasing, transition, and
timing plans at each intersection. The first principle was to identify and use the available signal
timing data of an intersection with similar geometric design in close proximity. If in case of no
such resemblances, cycle lengths of 120sec or 90sec were used consistently for intersections with
or without auxiliary turning lanes respectively. Within a cycle length, green times allotted for
approaches were proportional to the number of lanes, and a typical yellow time of 4sec, and red
clearance time of 0sec were used. The assumed signal settings remained the same throughout the
day i.e., no variation with time. Pedestrian and bike crossing times were neglected due to low or
no pedestrian and bicycle volumes during hurricane evacuations.

3.3. Coding the Signal Plans into TransModeler
As mentioned earlier, among the 525 existing signal timing plans in the network 375
intersections are coded into TransModeler using a control plan file with an extension “.tms”.
This file contains all signal timing parameters and settings that a controller requires in order to
operate one or more signals. The signal timing input file is added to the road network layer using
the Intersection Toolbox in TransModeler. Controller configuration and the signal parameters
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such as cycle lengths (signal cycle timing of every phase), phase order and transitions (ring and
barrier tables), assigning of detectors, pedestrian timings on each phase if any, were edited
accordingly for each intersection based on the assumed or provided traffic signal inventory plans.
TransModeler permits the user to code six built-in control types such as “none”, “Stop or
Yield”, “Pretimed (Sequential Phasing)”, “Pretimed (Concurrent Phasing)”, “Pretimed Signal
Group”, and “Traffic Actuated”. Hence, all the signals have to be categorized and coded into
these six available options. TransModeler allows a signal plan at an intersection to switch among
different control plans based on the time of day, i.e., at a few intersections the traffic signal plans
work as Pretimed during peak demand hours and Traffic Actuated during off-peak periods.
Existing signals plan file created for this project consists of 337 Pretimed signals and 188
Actuated signals. Figure 3 & Figure 5 shows screenshots of a coded “Pretimed (Concurrent
Phasing)” type signal control timing plan and a “Traffic Actuated” signal plan in TransModeler.
Figure 4 is a typical example of ring and barrier tables coded.
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Figure 3. Pretimed concurrent phasing signal control timing plan coded in TransModeler at node
#270 (Bark Dr. at 4th Street)
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Figure 4. Ring and Barrier table in TransModeler at node #270
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Figure 5. Traffic Actuated signal control timing plan coded in TransModeler at node #8958
(Williams BLVD at 33rd Street)
For Flashing Yellow/ Red Scenarios, the same 525 intersections used in the Existing
signal plans are coded into a different “.tms” file to function as flashing yellow on major street
and flashing red on minor street. Therefore, two separate timing plan files consisting of the 525
major intersections in the network were created for each state of traffic signal settings. These
control plan files were used accordingly to simulate the four scenarios. The evacuation routes in
New Orleans, functional classification, and the number of lanes on each approach of the
intersecting roads were considered as the major criteria to identify major streets over a minor
street at an intersection. For example, as shown in Figure 6, at node #11762 US 61 Airline
Highway was given more priority by setting to Flashing yellow over LA 49 (Williams BLVD)
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being set to flashing Red. Each FYR signal was coded as a simple one phase “Pretimed
Sequential Phasing” control type with respective signal heads of the major and minor streets set
to flashing yellow or flashing red as required. Under these settings, TransModeler considers only
the state of signal heads (i.e., flashing yellow/red) and does not allow the controller to use the
inputted timing parameters such as green, yellow and red clearance time, etc.

Figure 6. An example of FYR signal settings coded as Pretimed (Sequential Phasing) in
TransModeler at node #11762 (US 61 Airline Highway @ LA 49 Williams BLVD)
3.4. Development of Evacuation Scenarios
A total of four scenarios are developed based on the type of evacuation order issued and
the state of traffic signals (Existing traffic signal plans, and flashing yellow/ red) in the network.
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The evacuation orders are categorized into “None” (No evacuation order) and “Voluntary/
Mandatory” (Evacuation order given at 48 hours before the landfall) to account for the difference
in the magnitude of evacuation. The four scenarios are as following:
Scenario 1: No evacuation order issued and the traffic signals in the network are flashing yellow
on the main approaches and flashing red on minor approaches.
Scenario 2: All the traffic signals are flashing yellow on the main approaches and flashing red on
the minor streets while a voluntary/ mandatory evacuation order is issued at 48 hours before the
landfall.
Scenario 3: The network is operating with the existing traffic signal control plans and no
evacuation order issued.
Scenario 4: All the traffic signals are set to existing traffic signal control plans while a voluntary/
mandatory evacuation order is issued at 48 hours before the landfall.
Table 1. List of Evacuation Scenarios
Type of evacuation order issued
Traffic signal state
in the network

Flashing
yellow/red
Existing traffic
signal plans

None

Voluntary/ Mandatory

Scenario 1:
“FYR/ No Eva.
Order”
Scenario 3:
“Existing/ No Eva.
Order”

Scenario 2:
FYR/ Mand. Evac.
Order”
Scenario 4:
Existing/ Mand. Evac.
Order”

3.5. Traffic Demand Estimation and Trip Matrices
Due to the difference in travel behavior, the conventional four-step travel demand
modeling procedure used in urban transportation planning is adjusted accordingly for hurricane
evacuation. Unlike daily traffic, the evacuation trips are usually distributed over a period of 72
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hours with origins within the affected area and destinations beyond that. The evacuation demand
is influenced by the characteristics of the hurricane, the evacuation orders issued by local
authorities, and the characteristics of the evacuation network.
Evacuation travel demand is fed into the simulation model as time-dependent trip
matrices. The trip matrices list the number of vehicle trips between origin and destination pairs
by time interval. The OD matrices are fed into the simulation model. The OD matrices used in
this study are generated by HEMP, developed by Gudishala et. al. (2018). The following models
are included in HEMP: 1. A Time Dependent Sequential Logit Model by Gudishala (2011), that
predicts evacuation travel demand based on a sequential decision process of whether to evacuate
or to stay at discrete time intervals as a storm approaches; 2. A model by Bian et al. (2017) on
the type of destination and mode an evacuating household opts for i.e., either friends/ relatives,
motels/hotels’, or public shelters by each possible mode; and 3. A destination choice model by
Cheng et al.( 2008) i.e., to which city or state a household in New Orleans will travel to during a
hurricane evacuation. Once these three models of evacuation demand are applied, the output of
time-dependent household trips by mode are converted into time-dependent vehicle trips using
average vehicle occupancy rates during evacuation.
Traditionally, an evacuation order is considered after each 6-hour advisory. Therefore, for
Hurricane Katrina which made landfall on 29 August, 2005; Monday morning at 6:00 am, 12
consecutive OD matrices (each for every 6 hours) were generated to represent 72 hours of
evacuation under two types of evacuation orders i.e., under voluntary/mandatory evacuation
order at 48 hours before landfall, and no evacuation order. The demand estimates are
summarized for both the evacuation orders in Table 2.
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Table 2. Demand Estimated for Different Evacuation Orders

Time & Day Time interval

06:00-12:00,
Friday
12:00-18:00,
Friday
18:00-23:59,
Friday
00:00-6:00,
Saturday
06:00-12:00,
Saturday
12:00-18:00,
Saturday
18:00-23:59,
Saturday
00:00-6:00,
Sunday
06:00-12:00,
Sunday
12:00-18:00,
Sunday
18:00-23:59,
Sunday
00:00-06:00,
Monday

1

Demand with
Mandatory
Demand with
evacuation
Time
period
No evacuation
order at 48 before
landfall
order (trips)
hours before (hrs.)
(Y1)
landfall (trips)
(Y2)
72 - 66
28,899
28,899

Abscissa values
of the joining
points used for
hourly demand
estimation (X)

69

2

12,315

12,315

66 - 60

63

3

5,573

5,573

60 - 54

57

4

18,897

18,897

54 - 48

51

5

42,965

68,228

48 - 42

45

6

12,504

16,622

42 - 36

39

7

4,960

6,204

36 - 30

33

8

26,176

26,864

30 - 24

27

9

39,138

28,150

24 -18

21

10

9,320

5,543

18 -12

15

11

3,005

1,647

12 - 6

9

12

3,348

1,642

6-0

3
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Figure 7. Variation in demand for different types of evacuation orders.
One can observe from Figure 7 that the number of evacuations during a hurricane
evacuation are sensitive to the time of day, and the type of evacuation notice issued. The time
dependent hurricane evacuation travel demand estimated within each 6-hour time interval was
distributed as curve-based trip matrix settings i.e., the vehicle departure flow rate for all O-D
pairs are defined by a curve. Each demand curve was partitioned into straight line segments at
every mid-point of the time interval before the landfall. The abscissas and the ordinates of the
joining points for each curve used for hourly demand estimation are shown in Table 2. By
applying linear piece wise regression, the number of evacuating trips on the curve were
calculated for 72 discrete one-hour time periods using 11 linear trend lines estimated based on
the coordinates of joining points. The hourly demand estimation for with and without evacuation
order issued demand profile are shown in Figure 8 and figure 9 respectively. Later, the demand
proportions for each one-hour interval were calculated by dividing the demand estimated at that
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hour by the total 6-hour volume in the corresponding OD matrix. These weights are scaled to
100% to preserve the total volume provided in each matrix.
The estimated demand curves were fed to the simulation through GISDK code as an array
of two fields: the interval start time in seconds past midnight (for example: 6:00 PM is 64800),
and the respective demand weight served during this interval. Each demand curve consisted of
72 discrete time periods and their percentage departure rates. The demand curves used for each
evacuation order is provided in the appendix. All the other trip matrix settings which governs the
specifics on how each of the trips between each O-D pair should be simulated were kept constant
for all the scenarios. These parameters include: time interval of the simulation, and the departure
headways were set to random (uniform) distribution.

Figure 8. A Plot Showing Estimation of Demand Curve Weights for Evacuation Order Scenarios
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Figure 9. A Plot Showing Estimation of Demand Curve Weights for No Evacuation Order
Scenarios.
TransModeler does not provide an option to simulate a traffic scenario beyond 24 hours,
and generally a hurricane evacuation occurs over a period of 48 to 72 hours. In this study,
hurricane evacuation is assumed to occur across 3 days. Therefore, a GISDK macro was created
to capture the travel state conditions at the end of every 6-hours of simulation, and provided as
the initial state condition for the subsequent 6-hour simulation. Hence, each scenario in the
current study was simulated for 72 hours of evacuation with a respective OD matrix provided at
every 6-hour interval.
3.5.1. Calibration and Validation
According to the literature review conducted, calibration and validation of large scale
networks is difficult and time consuming. Considering the current situation where the four
scenarios simulated in this study are compared only among themselves, and not compared to an
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actual evacuation, validation is not mandatory. Hence, at this stage calibration and validation are
skipped due to lack of time and unavailability of past hurricane evacuation travel data.
3.5.2. Generation of Traffic Simulation Output & Data Analysis
In addition to the inputs, the type of output statistics to be logged during a simulation are
determined beforehand and selected in the project output settings. A variety of performance
measures can be created from these raw output statistics that are retrieved from the Output
Manager at the end of each run. Trip statistics reports includes the statistics aggregated by
interval over the entire length of a trip for each vehicle simulated. Therefore, for the current
project, the following trip statistics were collected at every 6-hour time interval starting from 72
hours before the landfall: number of trips completed in that interval, Vehicle Hours Travelled
(VHT) by all the vehicles that completed their trips in the interval, Vehicle Miles Travelled
(VMT) by all the vehicles that completed their trips in the interval, Total Delay in hours, and
Average Speed in miles per hour.
Since TransModeler was set to initiate the simulation with a random seed number for
every run, the total number of trips that were completed in a given time interval varies from run
to run and scenario to scenario, despite the same level of demand. Therefore, to maintain
consistency over results, the following measure of effectiveness (MOEs) were calculated from
the trip statistics collected for every trip that was completed in a given time interval:
Vehicle Hours Travelled per Trip (in hours per trip): It is the sum of total travel time of
all the vehicles that completed their trips in an interval divided by the total number of trips that
were completed in the interval. Therefore, VHT per trip is similar to average total travel time of
a trip that was completed in that interval. Usually the network gets congested during a hurricane
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evacuation, and vehicles tend to spend more time on the roads. A slow moving or a congested
network means longer queues and higher travel times, hence higher VHT.
Vehicle Miles Travelled per Trip (in miles per trip): It is the sum of total distance
travelled by all vehicles that completed their trips in a time interval divided by the total number
of trips that were completed in the interval. It is a measure of relative trip length of a scenario.
The increase in VMT, despite the same demand, is due to circuitous travel paths of the vehicles
to avoid congestion.
Total Delay per Trip (in hours per trip): It is the difference in total travel time and the free
flow travel time, plus departure delay of all the trips that were completed in the interval divided
by the total number of trips that were completed in that interval. Every trip that is loaded onto the
network has to traverse through certain intersections before getting onto the interstates.
Therefore, it includes average control delay per trip. Total delay is a measure of relative
congestion of a scenario.
Average Speed (in miles per hour): It is the travel speeds averaged over all the trips that
were completed in that interval.
In order to get a detailed understanding about the network performance for different
signal settings, each MOE was analyzed with corresponding time interval for No evacuation
order and Voluntary/Mandatory Evacuation order individually. Due to long run times and lack of
time, nine simulation runs each initiated with different random seed numbers were made for the
four scenarios. To account for variance between simulations, the results reported in the
subsequent section are average values from three runs. A GISDK macro was developed for each
scenario to simulate hurricane evacuation for 72 hours before landfall, with all required input and
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output parameters and settings. GISDK codes used for all the four scenarios are provided in
Appendix A.
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4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of different traffic signal settings during a hurricane
evacuation all the MOEs were analyzed and the results are presented for No Evacuation Order
and Voluntary/ Mandatory Evacuation order issued at 48 hours away from the landfall. Nine runs
for each scenario were used to generate a sample population to carry out statistical inferences. A
mean and standard deviation were computed for each performance measure and an unpaired ttest was performed for each time interval to identify if they were significantly difference at 5%
level of significance, with null hypothesis stating that the network performs the same with any
given signal settings.

4.1. Simulations with No Evacuation Order Issued
4.1.1. MOE 1. Vehicle Hours Travelled per Trip in hour per trip
As shown in Figure 10, the total VHT profiles over 72 hours of evacuation for both the
signal settings seems to be very similar. However, from Figure 11 it was evident that FYR
signals processes more trips than the existing signal settings which are 123981 and 118592
respectively. The additional trips that were completed in “FYR/No Eva. Order” scenario over
“Existing/No Eva. Order” are predominantly distributed in high demand time intervals i.e., 1st,
5th, and 9th. In other words, trips during peak hours in “Existing/No Eva. Order” have higher
travel times than “FYR/No Eva. Order”. Therefore, to further inspect the average travel time of
trips in each interval, VHT per trip was calculated.
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Figure 10. Comparison of VHT for different signal settings with No evacuation order issued
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Figure 11. Comparison of No. of Trips Completed with No evacuation order issued
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From Table 3, it was observed that “FYR/ No Eva. Order” has lower VHT per trip
values than “Existing/ No Eva. Order” in every interval. Further hypothesis testing indicates a
significant difference between the two scenarios in all the intervals which have high number of
ongoing trips. For example, considering any of the peak hour intervals (1, 5, and 9), only a
portion of trips that started to evacuate in this interval were able to complete within the same
interval, therefore the remaining trips which are still on the network are processed as ongoing
trips in the subsequent interval along with the trips which will be starting to evacuate in that
consecutive interval. If the total number of ongoing trips on the network are large, then a
significant difference in VHT/trip between the signal settings can be observed in Figure 12.
FYR signal settings tend to suit evacuating traffic due to no designated red time on major
evacuation routes unlike the existing signal timing plans.
The total VHT over 12 time intervals was 191331 hours and 194669 hours for “FYR/ No
Eva. Order” and “Existing/ No Eva. Order” respectively. Although the total VHT of “Existing/
No Eva. Order” is only 1.74% more than “FYR/ No Eva. Order”, at peak hour intervals the
VHT/trip varies from 8.4% to 14.3%. Hence, it can be concluded that “FYR/ No Eva. Order”
performs significantly better than “Existing/ No Eva. Order” in terms of VHT per trip at higher
levels of demand.
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Table 3. VHT per Trip from 72 Hours Before Landfall at Every 6 Hour Time Interval for No
Evacuation Order Issued
Time

06:00 -12:00

Time
FYR/ No
interval Eva. Order
Average
VHT/trip
in HPT
1
1.550

12:00-18:00

2

18:00- 23:59

FYR/
No
Eva. Order
VHT/trip
Std. Dev.
0.0110

Existing/ No
Eva. Order
Average
VHT/ trip in
HPT
1.686

1.557

0.0102

3

1.564

00:00- 06:00

4

06:00 -12:00

Existing/ No p-value
Eva. Order
VHT/trip
Std. Dev.
0.0106

<0.001

1.581

0.0139

<0.001

0.0155

1.574

0.0121

0.148

1.566

0.0156

1.574

0.0143

0.274

5

1.544

0.0101

1.765

0.0109

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

6

1.553

0.0178

1.642

0.0187

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

7

1.536

0.0216

1.561

0.0162

0.014

00:00- 06:00

8

1.541

0.0091

1.561

0.0104

<0.001

06:00 -12:00

9

1.527

0.0117

1.655

0.0116

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

10

1.532

0.0178

1.554

0.0167

0.016

18:00- 23:59

11

1.510

0.0178

1.535

0.0212

0.016

00:00- 06:00

12

1.503

0.0369

1.528

0.0198

0.098
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Figure 12. Comparison of VHT/trip for different signal settings with No evacuation order issued
4.1.2. MOE 2. Vehicle Miles Travelled per Trip in Miles Per Trip
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Figure 13. Comparison of VMT for different signal settings with No evacuation order issued
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Similar observations were made for VMT as VHT, the total VMT profiles plotted over 72
hours of simulation for FYR and Existing signal plans in Figure 13, overlap with each other in
most of the intervals, except during peak hours. Since it was observed that more number of trips
were completed in “FYR/No Eva. Order” scenario over “Existing/No Eva. Order” scenario
within these intervals, average trip lengths were computed to perform a fair comparison between
the signal settings as shown in Figure 14.
From Table 4, it can be observed that “FYR/No Eva. Order” has lower VMT per trip
values than “Existing/No Eva. Order” in most of the time intervals except 2, 3, 4, and 10.
However, further hypothesis testing indicates that “FYR/No Eva. Order” was significantly
different from “Existing/No Eva. Order” only in 1st, 5th and 9th time interval. In other words,
during peak hour intervals “FYR/No Eva. Order” processes more trips than “Existing/No Eva.
Order” with less average trip length. The additional VMT per trip for existing signals over
flashing yellow/red is due to alternative but longer trip paths opted by the vehicles to reach the
destination in order to minimize the delay.
The total VMT over 12 time intervals was 11343699 miles and 11052896 miles for
“FYR/ No Eva. Order” and “Existing/ No Eva. Order” respectively. The total VMT of “Existing/
No Eva. Order” was 2.63% more than “FYR/ No Eva. Order”, and the VMT/trip at peak hour
intervals 1, 5, & 9 were 2.8%, 5.6%, & 2.4% respectively. Hence, it can be concluded that “FYR/
No Eva. Order” performs significantly better than “Existing/ No Eva. Order” in terms of VMT
per trip at higher levels of demand.
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Table 4. VMT per Trip from 72 hours Before Landfall at Every 6-hour Time Interval for No
Evacuation Order Issued.
Time

06:00 -12:00

Time
FYR/No
interval Eva. Order
Average
VMT/trip in
miles/trip
1
91.47

FYR/No
Eva.
Order
VMT/trip
Std. Dev.
0.7601

Existing/No
Eva. Order
Average
VMT/ trip
in miles/trip
94.04

12:00-18:00

2

93.50

0.8347

18:00- 23:59

3

95.38

00:00- 06:00

4

06:00 -12:00

Existing/No p-value
Eva. Order
VMT/trip
Std. Dev.
0.6989

<0.001

93.30

0.7018

0.59

1.2929

94.79

0.9795

0.292

93.53

0.9665

92.86

0.7907

0.128

5

89.87

0.5728

94.88

0.7022

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

6

93.09

1.0229

93.67

1.2515

0.298

18:00- 23:59

7

93.99

1.2693

94.48

0.9569

0.37

00:00- 06:00

8

91.63

0.5903

91.83

0.5487

0.467

06:00 -12:00

9

89.44

0.6476

91.36

0.7689

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

10

92.77

0.9379

92.50

1.1100

0.585

18:00- 23:59

11

93.59

1.1704

93.86

1.3589

0.658

00:00- 06:00

12

93.74

2.3433

94.37

1.2436

0.49
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Figure 14. Comparison of VHT/trip for different signal settings with No evacuation order issued
4.1.3. MOE 3. Total Delay per Trip in Hours per trip
From Figure 15, similar observations were made that total delay curves plotted for the
both the signal settings over 72 hours of hurricane evacuation simulation peaks at high demand
intervals and falls during off-peak hours. As shown in Figure 15, it was evident that,
“Existing/No Eva. Order” has enormous total delay at intervals 1,5, and 9 over “FYR/No Eva.
Order”, and during off-peak hours the overall total delay seems to be similar in both the cases.
The sum of total delay for all the 12 intervals was 20772.53 hours and 28523.26 hours for
“FYR/No Eva. Order” and “Existing/No Eva. Order” respectively, which is about 37.3% less
than later scenario.
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Figure 15. Comparison of Total Delay for different signal settings with No evacuation order
issued
Table 5 clearly shows that “FYR/No Eva. Order” has lower total delay per trip values
over “Existing/No Eva. Order” at every interval. Further hypothesis testing has confirmed that
“FYR/No Eva. Order” was significantly different from “Existing/No Eva. Order” for all the 12
time intervals. As mentioned earlier, flashing yellow/ red signals process more number of trips
by giving priority to the vehicles on the major evacuation routes and thus causes longer queues
on minor streets. While existing signal settings at any intersection during evacuation may cause
long queues on all the approaches leading to an increased control delay (stop and impeded
delays). Since the sole purpose of all the trips on the network was set to evacuate by providing
origins within New Orleans and destinations elsewhere, most of the vehicles tend to travel on the
major evacuation routes. Intra-zonal trips are neglected in this study or in other words no
background traffic was considered.
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The average total delay per trip over all the 12 intervals was 0.151 hour (9.04 minutes),
and 0.199 hour (11.97 minutes) for “FYR/No Eva. Order” and “Existing/No Eva. Order”
respectively. At time intervals 1,5, & 9; the average total delay of “FYR/No Eva. Order” was
57%, 77.1%, & 53% less than “Existing/No Eva. Order”. Hence, it can be concluded that
“FYR/No Eva. Order” performs significantly better than “Existing/No Eva. Order” in terms of
total delay per trip at higher levels of demand. A comparison of total delay/trip for different
signal settings over 72 hours is shown in Figure 17.
Table 5. Total Delay per Trip from 72 hours Before Landfall at Every 6-hour Time Interval for
No Evacuation Order Issued
“FYR/No
Eva.
Order”
Std. Dev.

“Existing/No
Eva. Order”
Total
Delay/trip in
hour/trip

“Existing/No
Eva. Order”
Std. Dev.

p-value

1

“FYR/No
Eva. Order”
Average
Total
Delay/trip in
hour/trip
0.172

0.0026

0.270

0.0054

<0.001

12:00-18:00

2

0.153

0.0023

0.181

0.0032

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

3

0.137

0.0039

0.155

0.0051

<0.001

00:00- 06:00

4

0.161

0.0030

0.178

0.0032

<0.001

06:00 -12:00

5

0.189

0.0026

0.335

0.0032

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

6

0.154

0.0038

0.236

0.0061

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

7

0.131

0.0036

0.149

0.0034

<0.001

00:00- 06:00

8

0.164

0.0019

0.182

0.0039

<0.001

06:00 -12:00

9

0.180

0.0024

0.279

0.0039

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

10

0.142

0.0035

0.169

0.0023

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

11

0.115

0.0051

0.135

0.0037

<0.001

00:00- 06:00

12

0.110

0.0044

0.124

0.0052

<0.001

Time

Time
interval

06:00 -12:00
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Figure 16. Comparison of Total Delay/trip for different signal settings in no evacuation order
scenarios.
4.1.4. MOE 4. Average Speed in miles per hour MPH
From Figure 18, & Table 6, it is evident that “FYR/ No Eva. Order” has higher average
travel speeds than “Existing/No Eva. Order” at every interval. Further hypothesis testing has
confirmed that the average speeds on the network with FYR signal settings was significantly
different from having existing signal timing plans at all the 12 time intervals. Average trip speeds
of “FYR/ No Eva. Order” and “Existing/No Eva. Order” within 72 hours of hurricane evacuation
simulation are 61.2 miles per hour and 59.97 miles per hour respectively. The difference in
average speeds between FYR and Existing signal plans varied from 1% to 4.7% at each interval,
with maximum at peak hour interval 9.
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Table 6: Average Speed from 72 hours Before Landfall at Every 6-hour Time Interval for No
Evacuation Order Issued.
Time

06:00 -12:00

Time
FYR/No
interval Eva. Order
Average
Speed in
miles/hour
1
60.02

FYR/No
Eva. Order
Average
Speed Std.
Dev.
0.1716

Existing/No Existing/No p-value
Eva. Order Eva. Order
Average
Std. Dev.
Speed
in
miles/hour
57.62
0.2108
<0.001

12:00-18:00

2

61.10

0.1871

60.21

0.1616

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

3

62.10

0.2550

61.47

0.3000

<0.001

00:00- 06:00

4

60.77

0.1225

60.10

0.1500

<0.001

06:00 -12:00

5

59.13

0.1414

56.47

0.1225

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

6

60.99

0.1616

59.20

0.1936

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

7

62.29

0.2421

61.69

0.2369

<0.001

00:00- 06:00

8

60.42

0.0972

59.87

0.1936

<0.001

06:00 -12:00

9

59.50

0.1000

57.14

0.1740

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

10

61.61

0.1054

60.73

0.1414

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

11

63.07

0.3162

62.31

0.2205

<0.001

00:00- 06:00

12

63.42

0.2108

62.87

0.2449

<0.001
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Figure 17. Comparison of average speed for different signal settings with No evacuation order
issued

4.2. Simulations with Voluntary/ Mandatory Evacuation Order Issued at 48 hours
before landfall
4.2.1. MOE 1. Vehicle Hours Travelled per Trip in hours per trip
From Figure 18, the total VHT profiles over 72 hours of evacuation for both the signal
settings seems to be not very different. The number of trips completed in “FYR/Mand. Evac.
Order” were evidently larger than “Existing/Mand. Evac. Order” which are 128550 and 120823
respectively as shown in Figure 19. The additional trips that were completed in “FYR/No Eva.
Order” scenario over “Existing/No Eva. Order” are predominantly distributed among 1st, 5th and
6th interval.
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Figure 18. Comparison of VHT for different signal settings in evacuation order issued scenarios

Comparison of No. of Trips Completed in Evacuation Order
Scenarios
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Figure 19. Comparison of total number of trips completed for different signal settings with
evacuation order issued
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From Table 7, it was observed that “FYR/ Mand. Eva. Order” has lower VHT per trip
values than “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order” in every interval. Further hypothesis testing indicates a
significant difference between the two scenarios in all the intervals which have high number of
ongoing trips at 5% level of Significance. In 8th and 10th interval, both the scenarios are
significantly different at 10% level of Significance. If the total number of ongoing trips on the
network are large, then a significant difference in VHT/trip between the signal settings which
can be observed in Figure 20.
The total VHT over 12 time intervals was 200811.72 hours and 201259.49 hours for
“FYR/ Mand. Eva. Order” and “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order” respectively. Although the total
VHT of “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order” is negligible i.e., only 0.2% more than “FYR/ Mand. Eva.
Order”. The difference in VHT/trip at peak hour interval(5th) is 12.4%.

Hence, it can be

concluded that “FYR/ Mand. Eva. Order” performs significantly better than “Existing/ Mand.
Eva. Order” in terms of VHT per trip at higher levels of demand.
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Table 7. VHT per Trip from 72 hours before landfall at every 6-hour time interval for
Voluntary/Mandatory evacuation order
Time

Time
FYR/Mand.
interval Evac. Order
Average
VHT/trip in
HPT
06:00 -12:00 1
1.5612
12:00-18:00

FYR/Mand.
Evac.
Order
VHT/trip
Std. Dev.
0.0090

Existing/
Mand. Evac.
Average
VHT/ trip in
HPT
1.6857

Existing/
Mand.
Evac.
VHT/trip
Std. Dev.
0.0098

p-value

<0.001

2

1.5622

0.0161

1.5956

0.0184

<0.001

18:00- 23:59 3

1.5707

0.0153

1.5733

0.0228

0.83

00:00- 06:00 4

1.5648

0.0122

1.5798

0.0120

0.018

06:00 -12:00 5

1.6071

0.0084

1.8066

0.0124

<0.001

12:00 -18:00 6

1.5500

0.0192

1.8766

0.0255

<0.001

18:00- 23:59 7

1.5535

0.0216

1.6103

0.0235

<0.001

00:00- 06:00 8

1.5284

0.0068

1.5375

0.0115

0.0620

06:00 -12:00 9

1.5199

0.0111

1.5556

0.0089

<0.001

12:00 -18:00 10

1.5130

0.0173

1.5350

0.0273

0.0610

18:00- 23:59 11

1.5243

0.0412

1.5155

0.0483

0.6830

00:00- 06:00 12

1.4761

0.0378

1.5166

0.0186

0.0140
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Figure 20. Comparison of VHT/trip for different signal settings in evacuation order issued
scenarios
4.2.2. MOE 2. Vehicle Miles Travelled per Trip in miles per trip
The curves plotted for VMT over 72 hours of simulation do not look very different from
each other in Figure 21. The sum of total VMT for all the 12 intervals was 11699329 miles and
11286379 miles for “FYR/Mand. Eva. Order” and “Existing/Mand. Eva. Order” respectively,
which is about 3.6% less than the later scenario. Although, the total number of trips completed in
both the scenarios are different. Hence, VMT per trip values are calculated and used for drawing
inferences.
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Figure 21. Comparison of VMT for different signal settings in evacuation order issued scenarios
From Table 8, it can be observed that “FYR/Mand. Eva. Order” has lower VMT per trip
values than “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order” in most of the time intervals except 2, 3, 4, and 10.
However, further hypothesis testing indicates that “FYR/ Mand. Eva. Order” was significantly
different from “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order” only in time intervals with higher demand i.e., 1st,
5th, 8th and 9th time interval and the subsequent interval to the highest demand (i.e., 6th interval).
Hence, it can be concluded that “FYR/ Mand. Eva. Order” performs significantly better
than “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order” in terms of VMT per trip at higher levels of demand.
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Table 8. VMT per Trip from 72 hours Before Landfall at Every 6-hour Time Interval for
Voluntary/Mandatory Evacuation Order
Time

Time
interval

06:00 -12:00

1

FYR/Mand.
Evac.
Order
Average
VMT/trip
in
miles/trip
92.02

FYR/Mand.
Evac. Order
VMT/trip
Std. Dev.

Existing/
Mand. Evac.
Avg. VMT/
trip
in
miles/trip

0.6090

93.76

0.7088

<0.001

12:00-18:00

2

93.78

0.9848

93.87

1.1009

0.857

18:00- 23:59

3

95.76

0.8802

94.84

1.5424

0.145

00:00- 06:00

4

93.37

0.6512

93.26

0.8989

0.77

06:00 -12:00

5

88.59

0.4830

94.42

0.7400

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

6

90.79

1.1729

98.16

1.6433

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

7

94.88

1.4046

94.83

1.4693

0.942

00:00- 06:00

8

91.01

0.5007

90.44

0.5678

0.038

06:00 -12:00

9

90.04

0.8055

90.75

0.5955

0.05

12:00 -18:00

10

92.49

1.0203

93.17

1.6735

0.317

18:00- 23:59

11

95.26

2.9497

94.18

2.7400

0.433

00:00- 06:00

12

92.48

2.6462

94.64

1.3877

0.052
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Figure 22. Comparison of VMT/trip for different signal settings in evacuation order issued
scenarios
4.2.3. MOE 3. Total Delay per Trip in hours per trip
As shown in Figure 23, it was evident that, “Existing/Mand. Eva. Order” has more total
delay at intervals 1,5, and 9 over “FYR/Mand. Eva. Order”, and during off-peak hours the
overall total delay seems to be not very different in both the cases. The sum of total delay for all
the 12 intervals was 24799.6 hours and 31623.7 hours for “FYR/Mand. Eva. Order” and
“Existing/Mand. Eva. Order” respectively, which is about 27.5% less than the later scenario.
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Figure 23. Comparison of Total Delay for different signal settings in evacuation order issued
scenarios
Table 9 clearly shows that “FYR/Mand. Eva. Order” has lower total delay per trip values
over “Existing/Mand. Eva. Order” at every interval. Further hypothesis testing has confirmed
that “FYR/ Mand. Eva. Order” was significantly different from “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order” for
all the 12 time intervals. The average total delay per trip over all the 12 intervals was 0.156 hour
(9.4 minutes), and 0.209 hour (12.56 minutes) for “FYR/ Mand. Eva. Order” and “Existing/
Mand. Eva. Order” respectively. At time intervals 1,5, & 9; the average total delay of “FYR/
Mand. Eva. Order” was 56.5%, 42.6%, & 15% less than “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order”. It was
interesting to observe that the total delay per trip of “FYR/ Mand. Eva. Order” in the 6th time
interval was 119.8% less than “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order”. This may be due to carryover of
ongoing trips from the highest demand interval i.e., 5th. Hence, it can be concluded that “FYR/
Mand. Eva. Order” performs significantly better than “Existing/ Mand. Eva. Order” in terms of
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total delay per trip at higher levels of demand. A comparison of total delay/trip for different
signal settings over 72 hours is shown in Figure 24.
Table 9. Total Delay per Trip from 72 hours Before Landfall at Every 6-hour Time Interval for
Voluntary/Mandatory Evacuation Order Issued
Time

Time
FYR/Mand.
interval Evac. Order
Avg. TD/trip
in hour/trip
06:00-12:00
1
0.174

FYR/Mand.
Evac.
Order Std.
Dev.
0.0030

Existing/Mand.
Evac.
Order
Avg. TD/ trip
in hour/trip
0.273

Existing/
p-value
Mand.
Evac. Order
Std. Dev.
0.0071
<0.001

12:00-18:00

2

0.155

0.0024

0.186

0.0034

<0.001

18:00-23:59

3

0.137

0.0037

0.154

0.0057

<0.001

00:00-06:00

4

0.162

0.0026

0.179

0.0028

<0.001

06:00-12:00

5

0.270

0.0033

0.386

0.0037

<0.001

12:00-18:00

6

0.183

0.0035

0.402

0.0048

<0.001

18:00-23:59

7

0.135

0.0040

0.190

0.0041

<0.001

00:00-06:00

8

0.161

0.0026

0.178

0.0030

<0.001

06:00-12:00

9

0.166

0.0020

0.191

0.0018

<0.001

12:00-18:00

10

0.128

0.0031

0.143

0.0033

<0.001

18:00-23:59

11

0.106

0.0045

0.117

0.0064

<0.001

00:00-06:00

12

0.101

0.0056

0.112

0.0064

0.001
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Figure 24. Comparison of Total Delay/trip for different signal settings with evacuation order
issued
4.2.4. MOE 4. Average Speed in miles per hour
It was observed that either while using FYR or Existing Signal timing plans, the overall
speed profile complies with the time-varying demand in the network. The average speeds drop
during peak hours and rises during off-peak hours which can be seen in Figure 25. From Table
10, it is evident that, in all the 12 time intervals, “FYR/Mand. Evac. Order” scenario has higher
speeds than “Existing/Mand. Evac. Order” signal settings. However, the percentage increase in
average speeds within the 12 intervals is very low, i.e., 1% to 4.7% depending on the number of
ongoing trips on the network. Further hypothesis testing indicates that the average speeds in
“FYR/Mand. Evac. Order” and “Existing/Mand. Evac. Order” are significantly different from
each other in all the intervals except in the 12th interval. Similarity in average speeds during the
12th interval is due to less demand.
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Table 10. Average Speed from 72 hours Before Landfall at Every 6-hour Time Interval for
Voluntary/Mandatory Evacuation Order.

Time

06:00 -12:00

Time
FYR/Mand. FYR/Mand.
interval Evac. Order Evac.
Average
Order
Speed
in Average
MPH
Speed Std.
Deviation
1
59.97
0.1500

Existing/
Mand. Evac.
Order
Average
Speed
in
MPH
57.51

Existing/
p-value
Mand. Evac.
Order Avg.
Speed Std.
Deviation.
0.2147

<0.001

12:00-18:00

2

61.06

0.1130

60.04

0.1424

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

3

62.07

0.2121

61.48

0.3193

<0.001

00:00- 06:00

4

60.71

0.1054

60.11

0.1537

<0.001

06:00 -12:00

5

56.42

0.1093

55.43

0.1225

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

6

59.71

0.1764

57.07

0.1936

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

7

62.11

0.1833

60.79

0.1364

<0.001

00:00- 06:00

8

60.51

0.1833

59.87

0.1323

<0.001

06:00 -12:00

9

60.21

0.1453

59.40

0.1323

<0.001

12:00 -18:00

10

62.19

0.1364

61.84

0.1509

<0.001

18:00- 23:59

11

63.60

0.3606

63.24

0.3395

0.045

00:00- 06:00

12

63.77

0.3082

63.49

0.5255

0.191
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Figure 25. Comparison of average speed for different signal settings with evacuation order issued
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In general, during hurricane evacuation with no background traffic, the results of the
simulations show that having flashing yellow/red signal settings can be more beneficial than
having the existing daily traffic signal plans in terms of the four performance measures
considered. This is due to the fact that daily traffic signal plans are developed considering
interzonal trips distributed within New Orleans while during evacuation, trips have origins in the
study area and destinations elsewhere beyond New Orleans. The general tendency of evacuating
traffic is to opt for major evacuation routes and if flashing yellow is assigned on major
evacuation routes and flashing red on minor streets, this gives more priority to a larger portion of
the evacuating traffic on the network. Hence, it explains the better performance of the network
with flashing yellow/red over existing signals plans during hurricane evacuation.
However, with a drastic change in demand due to evacuation orders issued may diminish
the efficiency of using any kind of control type at an intersection because when the demand
coming on to the network is equal to or more than the capacity, the network might have reached
its saturation leading to congestion. When the queue lengths at a congested intersection reaches
the other end of the link at an adjacent intersection, then the vehicles at the stop bar of this
intersection cannot maneuver even when the traffic signal head turns green.
The results of the averaged nine runs for each scenario consistently indicates that:
FYR/No Eva. Order has 37.3% less total delay than Existing/No Eva. Order, & FYR/Mand.
Evac. Order has 27.5% less total delay than Existing/Mand. Evac. Order. The total delay per trip
and average speeds of FYR and Existing are significantly different at all the 12 time intervals of
both the types of evacuation order issued. However, the overall improvement in VHT, VMT, and
average speeds by altering signal settings to FYR over Existing signal plans during the 72 hours
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of hurricane evacuation is only 0.2%, 3.7%, and 1.8% for mandatory evacuation order issued,
and 1.74%, 2.6%, and 2% for no evacuation order issued conditions. At the same time, a
maximum improvement in VHT per trip and VMT per trip of 14.3%, and 11.8% was observed
for no evacuation order; and 12.4%, and 8.1% was noticed for mandatory evacuation order when
FYR was used over existing signal plans.
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APPENDIX A. GISDK MACROS
GISDK macros used to simulate 72 hours of hurricane evacuation by capturing the traffic state at
the end of every 6-hour time interval and load that at as an initial state condition for the
subsequent intervals.
A.) Flashing yellow/red signals timing plans with voluntary/ Mandatory Evacuation Order
at 48 hours before landfall
Macro "TestSaveState"
ODMAT =
{"ODmatrix_12.mtx","ODmatrix_13.mtx","ODmatrix_14.mtx","ODmatrix_15.mtx","ODmatrix
_16.mtx","ODmatrix_17.mtx","ODmatrix_18.mtx","ODmatrix_19.mtx",
"ODmatrix_20.mtx","ODmatrix_21.mtx","ODmatrix_22.mtx","ODmatrix_23.mtx"}
mat =
{"mat1","mat2","mat3","mat4","mat5","mat6","mat7","mat8","mat9","mat10","mat11","mat12"
} // initialize string array mat
demandcurve = {{{ 21600, 0.2047 }, { 25200, 0.1895}, { 28800, 0.1743 }, { 32400,0.1591 }, {
36000, 0.1438 }, {39600,0.1286}},
{{43200,0.2366},{46800,0.2048},{50400,0.1731},{54000,0.1414},{57600,0.1285},{61200,0.1
156}},{{64800,0.1909},{68400,0.167},{72000,0.143},{75600,0.119},{79200,0.1664},{82800,0
.2138}},{{ 0, 0.0981},{ 3600, 0.1159},{7200, 0.1337},{10800, 0.1515},{14400, 0.2174},{
18000, 0.2834}},
{{ 21600, 0.1303 }, { 25200, 0.1549 }, { 28800, 0.1795 }, { 32400, 0.2041 }, { 36000, 0.1784 },
{39600,0.1527}},
{{43200,0.2903},{46800,0.2315},{50400,0.1726},{54000,0.1137},{57600,0.1019},{61200,0.0
9}}, {{64800,0.1969},
{68400,0.1669},{72000,0.1370},{75600,0.1070},{79200,0.1664},{82800,0.2258}},{{0, 0.1171
},{ 3600, 0.1415}, { 7200, 0.1659 }, { 10800, 0.1903}, { 14400, 0.1918}, { 18000, 0.1933}},
{{ 21600, 0.1760 }, { 25200, 0.1773}, { 28800, 0.1787 }, { 32400, 0.1801 }, { 36000, 0.156 },
{39600,0.1319}},
{{43200,0.3124},{46800,0.2426},{50400,0.1727},{54000,0.1028},{57600,0.0908},{61200,0.0
787}},{{64800,0.2610},
{68400,0.2138},{72000,0.1667},{75600,0.1196},{79200,0.1195},{82800,0.1194}},{{ 0, 0.1669
},{ 3600, 0.1668 }, { 7200, 0.1667 }, { 10800, 0.1666 }, { 14400, 0.1665 }, { 18000, 0.1664 }}}
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starttime={"06:00:00",
"12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00",
"06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00"}
endtime ={"12:00:00",
"18:00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:
00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00"}
RunManager = CreateObject("TSM.RunManager")
smp1= "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation
Project_FYR_10_29_2018_1\\RndbMergedFinalnew.smp"
if !RunManager.OpenSimulationProject(smp1,) then return()
//Specify the OD matrices filepath
folder = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation
Project_FYR_10_29_2018_1\\OD_matrices\\ODmatrix_MandEvac_181110\\"
//Set signal timing plan file
filepath = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation
Project_FYR_10_29_2018_1\\Flashing yellow manual coding.tms"
status = RunManager.SetSignals(filepath)
for i = 1 to 12 do
// setup simulation period and initial state
period = {starttime[i],endtime[i]}
RunManager.SetSimulationPeriod(period)
if i > 1 then do
init_info = {{ "Initial State Mode", "Loaded" },
{ "Initial State File", "Callback\\initialstate\\" + "InitialState.ist"}}
RunManager.SetInitialState(init_info)
end
// set the trip matrix settings
mtx = OpenMatrix(folder + ODMAT[i] ,)
tbls = {{folder + ODMAT[i],1}}
status = RunManager.SetTripTables(tbls)
settings = RunManager.GetTripMatrixSettings(mtx) //retrieves the current settings
settings = { { "Matrices", { { { "Name", "Table" },
{ "Class", "default" },
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{ "Time", "12:00:00" },
{ "Group", "default" },
{ "ETC", "default" },
{ "HOV", "default" },
{ "UserA", "default" },
{ "UserB", "default" },
{ "Probe", "default" } }
} },
{ "Start", starttime[i] },
{ "End", endtime[i] },
{ "Departure Headway", "O-D" },
{ "Headway Distribution", "Random Uniform" },
{ "Time Distribution", "Curve" },
{ "Matrix Unit", "Total Count" },
{ "Scale", 1 },
{ "Curve", demandcurve[i] } }
settings.Start = starttime[i] //sets the matrix Start time (dot notation)
settings.End = endtime[i]
RunManager.SetTripMatrixSettings(mtx, settings)
mtx = null
RunManager.SuppressAllWarnings()
RunManager.SetSimulationRunMode("Simulation")
RunManager.SetDynamicSkims("True")
RunManager.MinimizeSimulationWindows()
RunManager.RunSimulation()
end
EndMacro
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B.) Flashing yellow/red signals timing plans with No evacuation order before landfall
Macro "TestSaveState"
ODMAT =
{"ODmatrix_12.mtx","ODmatrix_13.mtx","ODmatrix_14.mtx","ODmatrix_15.mtx","ODmatrix
_16.mtx","ODmatrix_17.mtx","ODmatrix_18.mtx","ODmatrix_19.mtx",
"ODmatrix_20.mtx","ODmatrix_21.mtx","ODmatrix_22.mtx","ODmatrix_23.mtx"}
mat =
{"mat1","mat2","mat3","mat4","mat5","mat6","mat7","mat8","mat9","mat10","mat11","mat12"
} // initialize string array mat
demandcurve = {{{ 21600, 0.2047}, { 25200, 0.1895 }, { 28800, 0.1743 }, { 32400,0.1590 }, {
36000, 0.1439 }, {39600,0.1286}},
{{43200,0.2366},{46800,0.2049},{50400,0.1731},{54000,0.14138},{57600,0.12848},{61200,0
.1156}},
{{64800,0.19090},{68400,0.1670},{72000,0.143},{75600,0.119},{79200,0.1664},{82800,0.21
38}},
{{ 0, 0.1092},{ 3600, 0.1290},{7200, 0.1488},{10800, 0.1686},{14400, 0.2044},{ 18000,
0.2402}},
{{ 21600, 0.1416 }, { 25200, 0.1599 }, { 28800, 0.1783 }, { 32400, 0.1966 }, { 36000, 0.1734 },
{39600,0.1502}},
{{43200,0.2727},{46800,0.2228},{50400,0.1728},{54000,0.1229},{57600,0.1106},{61200,0.0
982}},
{{64800,0.1822},
{68400,0.1560},{72000,0.1298},{75600,0.1035},{79200,0.1773},{82800,0.2511}},{{0, 0.1094
},{ 3600, 0.1342}, { 7200, 0.1591 }, { 10800, 0.1839}, { 14400, 0.1991}, { 18000, 0.2143}},
{{ 21600, 0.1578 }, { 25200, 0.1682}, { 28800, 0.1787 }, { 32400, 0.1891 }, { 36000, 0.1651 },
{39600,0.1411}},
{{43200,0.2934},{46800,0.2332},{50400,0.1730},{54000,0.1129},{57600,0.1001},{61200,0.0
874}},{{64800,0.2514},
{68400,0.2084},{72000,0.1655},{75600,0.1226},{79200,0.1249},{82800,0.1272}},{{ 0, 0.1595
},{ 3600, 0.1624 }, { 7200, 0.1652 }, { 10800, 0.1681 }, { 14400, 0.1710 }, { 18000, 0.1738 }}}
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starttime={"06:00:00",
"12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00",
"06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00"}
endtime ={"12:00:00",
"18:00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:
00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00"}
RunManager = CreateObject("TSM.RunManager")
smp1= "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation
Project_FYR_10_29_2018_1\\RndbMergedFinalnew.smp"
if !RunManager.OpenSimulationProject(smp1,) then return()
folder = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation
Project_FYR_10_29_2018_1\\OD_matrices\\ODmatrix_NoEvac_181110\\"
filepath = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation
Project_FYR_10_29_2018_1\\Flashing yellow manual coding.tms"
status = RunManager.SetSignals(filepath)
for i = 1 to 12 do
// setup simulation period and initial state
period = {starttime[i],endtime[i]}
RunManager.SetSimulationPeriod(period)
if i > 1 then do
init_info = {{ "Initial State Mode", "Loaded" },
{ "Initial State File", "Callback\\initialstate\\" + "InitialState.ist"}}
RunManager.SetInitialState(init_info)
end
// set the trip matrix settings
mtx = OpenMatrix(folder + ODMAT[i] ,)
tbls = {{folder + ODMAT[i],1}}
status = RunManager.SetTripTables(tbls)
settings = RunManager.GetTripMatrixSettings(mtx) //retrieves the current settings
settings = { { "Matrices", { { { "Name", "Table" },
{ "Class", "default" },
{ "Time", "12:00:00" },
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{ "Group", "default" },
{ "ETC", "default" },
{ "HOV", "default" },
{ "UserA", "default" },
{ "UserB", "default" },
{ "Probe", "default" } }
} },
{ "Start", starttime[i] },
{ "End", endtime[i] },
{ "Departure Headway", "O-D" },
{ "Headway Distribution", "Random Uniform" },
{ "Time Distribution", "Curve" },
{ "Matrix Unit", "Total Count" },
{ "Scale", 1 },
{ "Curve", demandcurve[i] } }
settings.Start = starttime[i] //sets the matrix Start time (dot notation)
settings.End = endtime[i]
RunManager.SetTripMatrixSettings(mtx, settings)
mtx = null
// run the simulation
RunManager.SuppressAllWarnings()
RunManager.SetSimulationRunMode("Simulation")
RunManager.SetDynamicSkims("True")
RunManager.MinimizeSimulationWindows()
RunManager.RunSimulation()
end
EndMacro
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C.) Existing signals timing plans with voluntary/ mandatory Evacuation Order at 48 hours
before landfall
Macro "TestSaveState"
ODMAT =
{"ODmatrix_12.mtx","ODmatrix_13.mtx","ODmatrix_14.mtx","ODmatrix_15.mtx","ODmatrix
_16.mtx","ODmatrix_17.mtx","ODmatrix_18.mtx","ODmatrix_19.mtx",
"ODmatrix_20.mtx","ODmatrix_21.mtx","ODmatrix_22.mtx","ODmatrix_23.mtx"}
mat =
{"mat1","mat2","mat3","mat4","mat5","mat6","mat7","mat8","mat9","mat10","mat11","mat12"
} // initialize string array mat
demandcurve = {{{ 21600, 0.2047 }, { 25200, 0.1895}, { 28800, 0.1743 }, { 32400,0.1591 }, {
36000, 0.1438 }, {39600,0.1286}},
{{43200,0.2366},{46800,0.2048},{50400,0.1731},{54000,0.1414},{57600,0.1285},{61200,0.1
156}},{{64800,0.1909},{68400,0.167},{72000,0.143},{75600,0.119},{79200,0.1664},{82800,0
.2138}},{{ 0, 0.0981},{ 3600, 0.1159},{7200, 0.1337},{10800, 0.1515},{14400, 0.2174},{
18000, 0.2834}},
{{ 21600, 0.1303 }, { 25200, 0.1549 }, { 28800, 0.1795 }, { 32400, 0.2041 }, { 36000, 0.1784 },
{39600,0.1527}},
{{43200,0.2903},{46800,0.2315},{50400,0.1726},{54000,0.1137},{57600,0.1019},{61200,0.0
9}}, {{64800,0.1969},
{68400,0.1669},{72000,0.1370},{75600,0.1070},{79200,0.1664},{82800,0.2258}},{{0, 0.1171
},{ 3600, 0.1415}, { 7200, 0.1659 }, { 10800, 0.1903}, { 14400, 0.1918}, { 18000, 0.1933}},
{{ 21600, 0.1760 }, { 25200, 0.1773}, { 28800, 0.1787 }, { 32400, 0.1801 }, { 36000, 0.156 },
{39600,0.1319}},
{{43200,0.3124},{46800,0.2426},{50400,0.1727},{54000,0.1028},{57600,0.0908},{61200,0.0
787}},{{64800,0.2610},
{68400,0.2138},{72000,0.1667},{75600,0.1196},{79200,0.1195},{82800,0.1194}},{{ 0, 0.1669
},{ 3600, 0.1668 }, { 7200, 0.1667 }, { 10800, 0.1666 }, { 14400, 0.1665 }, { 18000, 0.1664 }}}
starttime={"06:00:00",
"12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00",
"06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00"}
endtime ={"12:00:00",
"18:00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:
00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00"}
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RunManager = CreateObject("TSM.RunManager")
smp1= "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation Project_Existing
Signals_10_29_2018_1\\RndbMergedFinalnew.smp"
if !RunManager.OpenSimulationProject(smp1,) then return()
//folder = "C:\\Users\\rgudis1\\Documents\\transmodelerproject\\rep\\"
folder = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation Project_Existing
Signals_10_29_2018_1\\OD_matrices\\ODmatrix_MandEvac_181110\\"
//folder = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\Simulation
Project_FYR_10_29_2018_1\\OD V_M evacuation order\\OD matrices 12 intervals
mandatory\\"
filepath = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation Project_Existing
Signals_10_29_2018_1\\Actual signal timing plans_NOLA Final_modified_1.tms"
status = RunManager.SetSignals(filepath)
for i = 1 to 12 do
// setup simulation period and initial state
period = {starttime[i],endtime[i]}
RunManager.SetSimulationPeriod(period)
if i > 1 then do
init_info = {{ "Initial State Mode", "Loaded" },
{ "Initial State File", "Callback\\initialstate\\" + "InitialState.ist"}}
RunManager.SetInitialState(init_info)
end
// set the trip matrix settings
mtx = OpenMatrix(folder + ODMAT[i] ,)
tbls = {{folder + ODMAT[i],1}}
status = RunManager.SetTripTables(tbls)
settings = RunManager.GetTripMatrixSettings(mtx) //retrieves the current settings
settings = { { "Matrices", { { { "Name", "Table" },
{ "Class", "default" },
{ "Time", "12:00:00" },
{ "Group", "default" },
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{ "ETC", "default" },
{ "HOV", "default" },
{ "UserA", "default" },
{ "UserB", "default" },
{ "Probe", "default" } }
} },
{ "Start", starttime[i] },
{ "End", endtime[i] },
{ "Departure Headway", "O-D" },
{ "Headway Distribution", "Random Uniform" },
{ "Time Distribution", "Curve" },
{ "Matrix Unit", "Total Count" },
{ "Scale", 1 },
{ "Curve", demandcurve[i] } }
settings.Start = starttime[i] //sets the matrix Start time (dot notation)
settings.End = endtime[i]
RunManager.SetTripMatrixSettings(mtx, settings)
mtx = null
// run the simulation
RunManager.SuppressAllWarnings()
RunManager.SetSimulationRunMode("Simulation")
RunManager.SetDynamicSkims("True")
RunManager.MinimizeSimulationWindows()
RunManager.RunSimulation()
end
EndMacro
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D.)
Existing signals timing plans with No evacuation order before landfall
Macro "TestSaveState"
ODMAT =
{"ODmatrix_12.mtx","ODmatrix_13.mtx","ODmatrix_14.mtx","ODmatrix_15.mtx","ODmatrix
_16.mtx","ODmatrix_17.mtx","ODmatrix_18.mtx","ODmatrix_19.mtx",
"ODmatrix_20.mtx","ODmatrix_21.mtx","ODmatrix_22.mtx","ODmatrix_23.mtx"}
mat =
{"mat1","mat2","mat3","mat4","mat5","mat6","mat7","mat8","mat9","mat10","mat11","mat12"
} // initialize string array mat
demandcurve = {{{ 21600, 0.2047}, { 25200, 0.1895 }, { 28800, 0.1743 }, { 32400,0.1590 }, {
36000, 0.1439 }, {39600,0.1286}},
{{43200,0.2366},{46800,0.2049},{50400,0.1731},{54000,0.14138},{57600,0.12848},{61200,0
.1156}},
{{64800,0.19090},{68400,0.1670},{72000,0.143},{75600,0.119},{79200,0.1664},{82800,0.21
38}},
{{ 0, 0.1092},{ 3600, 0.1290},{7200, 0.1488},{10800, 0.1686},{14400, 0.2044},{ 18000,
0.2402}},
{{ 21600, 0.1416 }, { 25200, 0.1599 }, { 28800, 0.1783 }, { 32400, 0.1966 }, { 36000, 0.1734 },
{39600,0.1502}},
{{43200,0.2727},{46800,0.2228},{50400,0.1728},{54000,0.1229},{57600,0.1106},{61200,0.0
982}},
{{64800,0.1822},
{68400,0.1560},{72000,0.1298},{75600,0.1035},{79200,0.1773},{82800,0.2511}},{{0, 0.1094
},{ 3600, 0.1342}, { 7200, 0.1591 }, { 10800, 0.1839}, { 14400, 0.1991}, { 18000, 0.2143}},
{{ 21600, 0.1578 }, { 25200, 0.1682}, { 28800, 0.1787 }, { 32400, 0.1891 }, { 36000, 0.1651 },
{39600,0.1411}},
{{43200,0.2934},{46800,0.2332},{50400,0.1730},{54000,0.1129},{57600,0.1001},{61200,0.0
874}},{{64800,0.2514},
{68400,0.2084},{72000,0.1655},{75600,0.1226},{79200,0.1249},{82800,0.1272}},{{ 0, 0.1595
},{ 3600, 0.1624 }, { 7200, 0.1652 }, { 10800, 0.1681 }, { 14400, 0.1710 }, { 18000, 0.1738 }}}
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starttime={"06:00:00",
"12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00",
"06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","00:00:00"}
endtime ={"12:00:00",
"18:00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00","12:00:00","18:
00:00","23:59:59","06:00:00"}
RunManager = CreateObject("TSM.RunManager")
smp1= "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation Project_Existing
Signals_10_29_2018_1\\RndbMergedFinalnew.smp"
if !RunManager.OpenSimulationProject(smp1,) then return()
//folder = "C:\\Users\\rgudis1\\Documents\\transmodelerproject\\rep\\"
folder = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation Project_Existing
Signals_10_29_2018_1\\OD_matrices\\ODmatrix_NoEvac_181110\\"
//folder = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\Simulation
Project_FYR_10_29_2018_1\\OD V_M evacuation order\\OD matrices 12 intervals
mandatory\\"
filepath = "C:\\Users\\dkolas2\\Desktop\\Thesis final project Files\\Simulation Project_Existing
Signals_10_29_2018_1\\Actual signal timing plans_NOLA Final_modified_1.tms"
status = RunManager.SetSignals(filepath)
for i = 1 to 12 do
// setup simulation period and initial state
period = {starttime[i],endtime[i]}
RunManager.SetSimulationPeriod(period)
if i > 1 then do
init_info = {{ "Initial State Mode", "Loaded" },
{ "Initial State File", "Callback\\initialstate\\" + "InitialState.ist"}}
RunManager.SetInitialState(init_info)
end
// set the trip matrix settings
mtx = OpenMatrix(folder + ODMAT[i] ,)
tbls = {{folder + ODMAT[i],1}}
status = RunManager.SetTripTables(tbls)
settings = RunManager.GetTripMatrixSettings(mtx) //retrieves the current settings
settings = { { "Matrices", { { { "Name", "Table" },
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{ "Class", "default" },
{ "Time", "12:00:00" },
{ "Group", "default" },
{ "ETC", "default" },
{ "HOV", "default" },
{ "UserA", "default" },
{ "UserB", "default" },
{ "Probe", "default" } }
} },
{ "Start", starttime[i] },
{ "End", endtime[i] },
{ "Departure Headway", "O-D" },
{ "Headway Distribution", "Random Uniform" },
{ "Time Distribution", "Curve" },
{ "Matrix Unit", "Total Count" },
{ "Scale", 1 },
{ "Curve", demandcurve[i] } }
settings.Start = starttime[i] //sets the matrix Start time (dot notation)
settings.End = endtime[i]
RunManager.SetTripMatrixSettings(mtx, settings)
mtx = null
// run the simulation
RunManager.SuppressAllWarnings()
RunManager.SetSimulationRunMode("Simulation")
RunManager.SetDynamicSkims("True")
RunManager.MinimizeSimulationWindows()
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RunManager.RunSimulation()
end
EndMacro
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APPENDIX B. ADDITIONAL RESULTS TABLES
1. No Evacuation Order:
Average VHT and Number of trips completed-No Evacuation order issued.
Time

FYR VHT in FYR No. of trips Existing Signal Existing Signal

interval

hour

completed

Plans VHT in Plans
hour

No.

trips completed

1

26976

17399

27996

16606

2

11583

7440

11693

7397

3

5362

3429

5311

3375

4

17841

11391

17639

11206

5

38998

25262

39876

22596

6

11857

7635

12174

7414

7

4651

3027

4715

3021

8

23813

15452

23909

15313

9

35573

23298

36411

21994

10

8757

5717

8924

5741

11

2782

1843

2859

1862

12

3138

2088

3160

2068
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of

Average VMT and Number of Trips Completed- No evacuation order issued
Time interval

FYR

VMT FYR No. of trips Existing

in miles

completed

Existing Signal

Signal Plans Plans No. of
VMT

in trips completed

miles
1

1591613

17399

1561695

16606

2

695641

7440

690169

7397

3

327038

3429

319948

3375

4

1065436

11391

1040639

11206

5

2270383

25262

2143915

22596

6

710729

7635

694514

7414

7

284519

3027

285415

3021

8

1415871

15452

1406211

15313

9

2083832

23298

2009394

21994

10

530399

5717

531022

5741

11

172500

1843

174823

1862

12

195738

2088

195150

2068
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Average Total Delay & Number of Trips Completed- No Evacuation order issued
Time

FYR

Total FYR

interval

Delay in hours

No.

of Existing

trips completed

Signal Existing

Signal

Plans Total Delay Plans No. of trips
in hours

completed

1

2993

17399

4486

16606

2

1138

7440

1336

7397

3

468

3429

523

3375

4

1829

11391

1998

11206

5

4780

25262

7572

22596

6

1180

7635

1752

7414

7

396

3027

449

3021

8

2536

15452

2787

15313

9

4200

23298

6140

21994

10

812

5717

972

5741

11

213

1843

251

1862

12

229

2088

257

2068
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2. Voluntary/ Mandatory Evacuation Order at 48 hours before Landfall:
Average VHT and Number of Trips Completed- Mandatory Evacuation order issued.
Time interval

FYR/Mand.
Evac.

FYR/Mand.

Evac. Existing/

Order Order No. of trips Mand.

VHT in miles

completed

Existing/

Mand.

Evac. Evac. Order No.of

Order VHT in trips completed
miles

1

27290

17480

27954

16582

2

11702

7490

11850

7426

3

5394

3434

5345

3398

4

17879

11425

17765

11245

5

58937

36673

57763

31973

6

15647

10094

15917

8481

7

5892

3793

5972

3708

8

24157

15805

23996

15607

9

25688

16901

26378

16957

10

5168

3416

5251

3421

11

1550

1017

1538

1015

12

1508

1022

1531

1010
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Average VMT and Number of Trips Completed- Mandatory Evacuation order issued.
Time interval

FYR/Mand.
Evac.

FYR/Mand.

Evac. Existing/

Order Order No. of trips Mand.

VMT in miles

completed

Existing/

Mand.

Evac. Evac. Order No.of

Order VMT in trips completed
miles

1

1608580

17480

1554826

16582

2

702451

7490

697135

7426

3

328816

3434

322217

3398

4

1066778

11425

1048687

11245

5

3248863

36673

3018950

31973

6

916503

10094

832563

8481

7

359874

3793

351651

3708

8

1438369

15805

1411541

15607

9

1521775

16901

1538919

16957

10

315952

3416

318752

3421

11

96880

1017

95586

1015

12

94488

1022

95552

1010
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Average Travel Delay and Number of Trips Completed- Mandatory Evacuation Order issued.
Time interval

FYR/Mand.

FYR/Mand.

Evac. Existing/

Evac. Order TD Order No. of trips Mand.
in hours

completed

Existing/

Mand.

Evac. Evac. Order No.

Order TD in of trips completed
hours

1

3045.38

17480

4522.53

16582

2

1158.34

7490

1380.90

7426

3

471.96

3434

524.38

3398

4

1851.50

11425

2008.89

11245

5

9918.04

36673

12331.80

31973

6

1845.00

10094

3408.64

8481

7

512.87

3793

706.37

3708

8

2543.59

15805

2783.90

15607

9

2804.40

16901

3233.85

16957

10

438.10

3416

490.54

3421

11

107.47

1017

118.36

1015

12

102.94

1022

113.51

1010
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